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Correct envelope address format australia

The format of the Australian postal address is closer to the format of the US than the FORMAT of the UK, but differences are easy to spot. UK address format AUS address format Mr Fred Banana Flat 3 26 Bucket Road Essex SS5 3DD UK Ms Olivia Orange 7/4 Spade Street PORT DOUGLAS QLD 4877 AUSTRALIA 1. The second row must contain the
number of the building and its street name. 2. If you have an apartment, suite or unit number, you can put it at the beginning of this line and then a slash. However, if you have a floor number, then it should be done, for example, floor 5. It seems counter-intuitive, but if you have a floor and apartment/suite/unit number, you'll need to put the apartment/suite/unit
number on your own in the second row (e.g. Apartment 7), followed by the floor number, building number and street name along with the third row. 3. The last line (except country) shall indicate the name of the city/suburb, preferably in capital letters followed by the acronym for the state (in the example above, QLD for Queensland). 4. On the same line, after
the status, add the four-digit zip code. 5. In the case of an international entry, type the country name in capital letters under the address. UK address format AUS address format Ms Jenny Smith Transglobal Express PO Box 1234 Bromborough CH62 3NX UK Andy Appleton Surfin' Sam Ltd Suite 10a 11 Hinkley Road DAWES POINT NSW 2000 AUSTRALIA
1. Enter the company name under or instead of the individual's name. 2. The number of the suite or unit falls under the name of the recipient and the company. UK address format AUS address format Mr Percy Pineapple Transglobal Express PO Box 1234 Bromborough CH62 3NX UK Ms Kimberly Kumquat Swish Logistics PO Box 88 FREMANTLE WA
6160 AUSTRALIA 1. Place the MAILBOX under the individual and company names. 2. If you send it to a mailbox, do not indicate the street name or building number in the address. Please note that some cities or suburbs may have a zip code for street deliveries and another for mailboxes. Note: many carriers have PO Box restrictions, so please check before
trying to send a package or letter to Australia. Do you need to send a package to Australia? Choose from the best international couriers, including UPS, DHL and TNT. How to write an Australian address If you send packages to Australia from the United States, you can avoid delays and the risk of losing the package, ensuring it is handled correctly. To
present the australian title, we set an example of an American address next to an Australian title, so we compare them. You'll notice that the Australia address format is the same as the U.S. address format, and the city, state, and Australia zip code appear in the same row. This keeps things simple when it comes to correctly addressing mail to Australia from
the US. Australia address format example US address Australia address format Mrs Smith 813 813 Street Oswego NY 13126 USA Mrs Smith 98 Shirley Street PIMPAMA QLD 4209 AUSTRALIA Compare, book and send packages using discounted parcel delivery services. Save time and money with Parcel Monkey. Try the delivery calculator: Step 1 In the
row after the recipient's name, you need to write the street address, in our example, it's 98 Shirley Street. If the recipient lived in an apartment, he would place the apartment number and then a slash in front of the street number. E.g. 17/98 Shirley Street. Step 2 In the row after the street address, you must enter the zip code of the city, state and Australia.
This should all appear on the same line as shown in the Australia address format above. Like the U.S. address, you must specify the abbreviation for the state or territory where the city or city is located. Our example shows QLD, which is short for Queensland. Australian State abbreviations state or territory Abbreviation Queensland QLD New South Wales
NSW Australian Capital Territory ACT Victoria VIC Tasmania TAS Northern Territory NT South Australia SA Western Australia WA Step 3 Last row, enter the country name. This is important when letters from overseas to Australia are addressed. Australia PO Box address formatSend to PO Box Australia address format is similar to the standard Australia
address, but the POSTAL Account number should also be included, as shown in the following example: Smith Parcel Monkey PO Box 105 North Sydney NSW 2060 AUSTRALIA How to write an Australian PO BOX address When writing an Australian address for a mailbox, the POSTAL Account number must be clearly printed under the name of the recipient
and company (if any). There's no need for a street address at a p.O. box. Enter the city, state, and Australia zip code as it is. When sending a package to a mailbox in Australia, please note that many carriers have PO Box restrictions, so please check before trying to send a package or letter to a mailbox in Australia. Quick Tips: How to mail to Australia
Includes the correct status abbreviation and Australia postcode Enter the city, State and Australia zip code on the same line No comma or full stop Align text Align text Include return address, use easy-to-read font or handwriting, and delete the bright pen or ink that is clearly visible against the envelope or package color Use the shipping calculator for the
correct postage If you need to send a package to Australia from the US, Parcel Monkey will help you find the courier service that delivers the package to Australia at an affordable price. To get a shipping offer, just enter the weight, dimensions and destination of the package in the Parcel Monkey shipping calculator to receive a list of discounted rates from
reputable carriers such as USPS, UPS and DHL. Select the service that is best for you, print the shipping label, you're good to go! ACT Australian Capital Territory NSW New South Wales NT Northern Territory QLD Queensland SA SA Australia TAS Tasmania VIC Victoria Victoria Western Australia abbreviations type streets/roads/etc (commonly used)
ALLEY Alley ARC Arcade AVE Avenue (but we've also seen Australia Post using AV or Av.) BVD Boulevard CL Close CRES Crescent CT Court DR Drive ESP Esplanade GR Grove HWY Highway LANE Lane PDE Parade PL Place Rd Road SQ Square ST Street TCE Terrace MONKEY MAN ENTERPRISES SUITE 109 FLOOR 5 240 WANDALOO ESP
NEW CANBERRA WA 1234 AUSTRALIA (yes, how many people would have waited for the floor and gateway address to go on the same line under the suite?) There are several formatting options for the unit number, package number, or apartment number. For example, you can use a slash to separate the unit, apartment, or suite number from the house
number or building number; however, it will not work for the floor number or if a floor number is involved. RIP ULYSSES HOFF SLZ AGENCY NL 101/3910 KOALA BARK DR NEW CANBERRA WA 1234 AUSTRALIA (This could be Suite 101 at 3910 Koala Bark Drive. NL refers to the legal/business status of the SLZ Agency.) Abbreviations for
Building/Complex Sub Unit APT Apartment FY Flat FY Flat F Flat MB Marine Berth OFF Office RM Room SHED Shed Shop Shop SITE SITE SE Suite U Unit VLLA Villa WE Warehouse Abbreviations Floor/Level B Basement FL Floor G Gound Level L Level LG Lower Ground Floor M Mezzanine UG Upper Ground Floor The House/Property Number [Building
Number] sometimes includes a set. MR W HEISENBERG U 235 201-203 BROADWAY AVE WEST BEACH SA 5024 AUSTRALIA (Mr Heisenberg appears to live at Unit 235 on a property whose street numbers are 201-203. Whether you live in 201, 202, or 203 is uncertain.) The Australian Post Australia Post Conditions Appendix Correct addressing
standards: not only for nitpickers, but also for complete confusion! by shahzad.akram If you want to send a package or package to Australia, we recommend that you familiarize yourself with Australian address formats so that delivery arrives at your destination without problems. How to Write an Australian AddressBelow is an example of an Australian
address:Southern Travel Co, Travel World House, Level 7, 17 Jones St, NORTH SYDNEY, NSW, 2060 AUSTRALIA Australian address formats are similar to American addresses, with the city name, state and postal code all appear on one line. Australian address format1) The street name comes under the name of the business/person. If the delivery
destination is an apartment, the street number is displayed before the apartment number, separated by a hyphen. (e.g. 91/17 Jones St)2) After the street address, the city, state and zip code all appear together in a row. Similar to the United States, the names of the states or abbreviated. Abbreviation for Australian state listed below: New South Wales NSWNorthern Territory - NTQueensland - QLDAustralian Capital Territory - ACTSouth Australia - SATasmania - TasVictoria - Australia - WA3) Name of country: Australia must be given the last line and must be in block capitals. Australian PO BOX formatThe address format for sending a package, package or letter to an Australian mailbox is nearly the same
as the normal address, except that the PO Box number should be included, as in the example below:Mrs JonesPO Box 99NORTH SYDNEY, NSW, 2060AUSTRALIAAUSTRALIA ADDRESS FORMAT TIPSSure to use state parremitss. The city/city, state name, and zip code are on the same line. Do not use punctuation marks, commas, or total buffers. All
text must be aligned to the left. Make sure you enter your return address. The last 2 lines (city/state/zip code &amp; country) must be printed in capital letters. World Options offers discounted shipping rates to the world's largest carriers, UPS, FEDEX, DHL and TNT. Become a customer
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